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Ok. So I wanted to make an album like the one on the poster, so here's my first attempt. I'm listening to it through the Pc right now and I'm not looking to be critiqued. Also it has no sound because I'm not going to invest in
music software but I will need help with script writing as well. The yellow is used to represent the sun and the rest is used to represent the moon. Hiii lol you guys. So I wanted to make an album like the one on the poster, so
here's my first attempt. I'm listening to it through the Pc right now and I'm not looking to be critiqued. Also it has no sound because I'm not going to invest in music software but I will need help with script writing as well. The
yellow is used to represent the sun and the rest is used to represent the moon. Hiii lol you guys.Q: Compare two lists and delete duplicate elements I have two lists to compare. I want to remove elements of list1 that are in list2,
and add elements of list2 to list1. I wrote the below but it doesn't work. List list1 = new List() { new Entry() { Item = "A", Value = "1" }, new Entry() { Item = "A", Value = "2" }, new Entry() { Item = "B", Value = "3" }, new
Entry() { Item = "B", Value = "4" }, }; List list2 = new List() { new Entry() { Item = "A", Value = "5" }, new Entry() { Item = "C", Value = "6" }, new Entry() { Item = "C", Value = "7" }, }; list1.RemoveAll(e => list2.Contains(e));
I don't understand why, because I list2.Contains(e). A: There are two 6d1f23a050
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